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sheri hagerty

Sheri Hagerty Realty Group

BUY 3 WINDOWS

GET 1 FREE*
NO Money Down
NO Payments
NO Interest
for 18 months**

NEVER TRUST A POOR-QUALITY VINYL WINDOW
TO MAKE YOUR HOME MORE COMFORTABLE.
Our Fibrex® material is 2x more durable than vinyl and requires none of the maintenance that wood demands.
High-PerformanceTM Low-E4® SmartSun glass is up to 70% more energy efficient.

InspiredByWindowsDoors.com | 877.914.9358
*CALL FOR OFFER DETAILS.

LIMITED EDITION . UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES
Twenty-five very fortunate homebuyers have an extraordinary, once-in-alifetime opportunity. The community that
set the standard for residential Cary and
became the Triangle’s most sought-after
address is opening its final, limited edition
neighborhood.
Introducing Preston Retreat.
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GrayLine Builders
Hurst Homes
Poythress Homes
Reward Builders
Scott Daves Construction
Upton & Co.
Wardson Construction

Comprising 13 acres at the very heart of the Preston community,
Preston Retreat is located at Davis Drive and HogansValleyWay, just across
the street from hole #11 of Prestonwood Country Club’s Fairways course.
The enclave offers 1/3 to 1/2 acre homesites and the perfect setting to build
the home of your dreams. For this grand finale, Preston Development
Company has selected the area’s preeminent custom builders to craft these
fine residences.
Preston Retreat is the culmination of 30 years of development in
Preston. And your opportunity to be part of Preston’s final chapter.

PRESTON

RETREAT

Million dollar homes in a million dollar location . 919-219-6751 . prestonretreatcary.com
Exclusive sales representative: Jay Upchurch . Upchurch Land &Home
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SPECIAL SAVINGS GOING ON NOW

CARY 5717 DILLARD DRIVE 919.233.9190
RALEIGH 4380 LASSITER AT NORTH HILLS AVENUE 919.781.9431
Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com for details. Sale going on for a limited time. ©2017 Ethan Allen Global, Inc.
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From the editor

Embracing Opportunity

L

et’s be honest, one of the luxuries of living in the Triangle
is being able to experience all four seasons in one week.  It
will never be possible for this Southern girl to claim winter
as my favorite time of year, but I’ve learned there’s much to
embrace about this season.  I thrive on the renewed energy to
organize and de-clutter my house, the opportunity to experience half of an inch of snow when eight inches is forecasted, and the excitement of spring being just around the corner.  
Winter brings a subdued level of chaos around my house.  The hustle
and bustle that comes along with raising six kids (yes, you read that right!)
slows down drastically this time of year.  We spend a lot more time indoors,
play countless board games, and watch tons of basketball.  This translates
to having free time to scan my house for “opportunities”.   If you can relate,
then this issue will give you the same level of inspiration it catapulted for me
– whether it’s a new piece of art, a couple of geometric green throw pillows
or an entire room make-over.
These pages remind me that design is not one size fits all.  It transcends
the standard to represent the trendy and timeless, the modern and
traditional, the clean and eclectic.  We strive to procure it all with aweinspiring feature homes, including a NC mountain home that boasts the
perfect amount of warmth and character along with stunning architecture
and signature views (page 26), then spotlighting a home dressed with
vibrant treasures from a collector’s soul (page 40).
In case you haven’t heard, two designer Showcase Homes are premiering
in Raleigh in March (page 50 and 52)! As the local media sponsor, Home
Design & Decor is honored to join a community of acknowledged designers,
businesses, suppliers and a custom builder in support of a beautiful new
show home Inside the Beltline with all of the proceeds from this campaign
going directly to the Raleigh Boys & Girls clubs. Additionally, a luxury
showcase rowhome in downtown gives a stunning glimpse of the evolution
of urban living in our community with proceeds benefiting the Southeast
Raleigh YMCA.
Mark your calendars and join us for the premiere and tours of these
stunning homes!
Warmly,
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On The Cover:
Interior designer
Charlotte Smith
embraces her
creativity with
a collection of
past and present
finds true to her
trademark style.
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style | art deco

Hearst Tower lobby designed by Atlanta-based architecture firm Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart, Stewart; Photo courtesy of Paul Warchol Photography Inc.

Art Deco

Grandeur
Written by Nancy Atkinson
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

A closer look at the rich history
and iconic architecture that make
Art Deco one of the most enduring
international design styles.

With its gleaming lacquered surfaces, geometric shapes, and glamorous
black-and white color palette, Art Deco is one of the most iconic design movements of  the 20th century.
Born in the Roaring 20s, when silent films became talkies, dance clubs were
in vogue, and women gained the right to vote, Art Deco conveyed strength and
industry. It influenced the architecture, interior design, fashion, graphic arts
and films of the era, and continues to inspire designers and artists today.
     The style first received global attention at the 1925 World’s Fair held in Paris,
the Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, from
which its name was coined.
     Though Art Deco reflected modern technology, it was partially inspired by
artifacts discovered in 1922 in King Tut’s tomb, and by the repeating designs and
vivid colors common in Egyptian artwork.
The style was a reaction to the whimsical floral motifs of the Art Nouveau
movement and the forced austerity imposed by World War I. The trapezoidal,
zigzagged, and triangular shapes, chevron patterns, stepped forms, sweeping
curves, and sunburst motifs are all characteristic of the style. As well, modern
materials were essential to the movement and included jade, linoleum, steel,
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Clockwise from top left:

Pierre Frey “Eventail” Velvet Fabric / trade only / www.pierrefrey.com
Timothy Oulton “Rex” 27 cm Diamond Chandelier / $475 / www.timothyoulton.com
Made Goods “Callum” Nesting Tables / $1,850 / www.madegoods.com
Kelly Wearstler “Hillcrest” Tiles for Ann Sacks / starts at $55.13 per sq. ft. /www.annsacks.com
“Euclid” Mosaic Tiles by Sarah Baldwin Designs for New Ravenna / price upon request / www.sarabaldwin.com
Jonathan Adler “Vertigo Swivel Chair” / $1,950 / www.jonathanadler.com
Jayson Home Coffered Inlay Trays / $175 - $295 / www.jaysonhome.com
High Fashion Home “Moon” Bench / $349 / www.highfashionhome.com
February / March 2017 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 13

style | art deco
plastics, chrome, and Bakelite. Metal was used to
represent the industrial strength of the machine
age and fabrics were exotic and included sharkskin
and zebra. Its appeal lasted until the 1940s, when it
was seen as too ostentatious for wartime.
Art Deco projects produced dynamic collaborations between architects, painters, sculptors, and designers, which resulted in environments like Florida’s
Old Miami Beach and the skyline of New York City.
The American Radiator Building, built in 1924,
was the first Art Deco skyscraper in the United
States, with others including the Chrysler Building,
Empire State Building, Rockefeller Center, and
Radio City Music Hall. These buildings are richly
embellished with hard-edged, low-relief designs, geometric shapes including chevrons and ziggurats, and
stylized floral and sunrise patterns.
North Carolina’s Art Deco lovers can enjoy its
beauty much closer to home. Charlotte’s Hearst
Tower and the Durham Life Building in Raleigh are
beautiful examples of the style and worth a visit.
Built in 2002, the 47-story Hearst Tower, with
its strong bands of glass and solid vertical stone,
is a contemporary translation of the Art Deco aesthetic. The building’s College Street lobby entrance
features brass railings, which were original metalwork from Parisian department store Le Bon
Marché, and handsome black Chinese granite that
makes a statement on the building’s exterior, lobby
floors, and elevator cabs.
Designed in the late 1930s and built in early
1940, Raleigh’s 15-story limestone-clad Durham
Life Building is topped by parapets, which crown
the setbacks of its upper floors. The style is continued in the building’s three-story entryway and
lobby, which feature polished pink marble, terrazzo
flooring, glistening brass fixtures, and mirrors.
Although the movement was short-lived, the
striking and dramatic ornamentation of the style
period has experienced a revival in today’s home
furnishings that extend into textiles, case goods,
décor and other decorative arts. To incorporate the
Art Deco aesthetic into your home, stick to a few
small pieces – a cocktail table, sunburst mirror, or
tray. Like jewelry for your room, these pieces are
the easiest way to add a hint of glamour.u
Clockwise from top left:

Nest Fragrances “Corsica” Reed Diffuser / $75 / www.net-a-porter.com
Fabric and wallcovering from the Metropolis collection from Catherine Martin by Mokum / trade only / www.mokumtextiles.com
Global Views “Sunburst” Floor Screen / $6,247.50 / www.shopcandelabra.com Arteriors “Ellory” Sconce / $900 / www.arteriorshome.com
Made Goods “Lisa” Greyhound Statuettes / set of two $350 / www.madegoods.com
A. Rudin “748” Chair / trade only / www.arudin.com
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trend | geometric

Geometry Rules
By Ashley Hotham Cox

Geometry  |  noun \ ge·om·e·try \jē-ˈä-mə-trē\

A branch of mathematics that deals with the measurement, properties, and relationships of points, lines, angles, surfaces, and solids.

As the adage says, history will repeat itself, and this time,
you’re going to want to take notes. Influenced by movements like
the 1960s Op Art period and Art Deco architecture and styling,
geometric patterns are experiencing a revival that really packs
a punch. Employing clean edges, sculptural elements, clever
repeats, and vibrant colors, these bold and graphic designs will

give your space a fresh, contemporary look that adds depth and
dimension. Whether it’s playing the leading role as the backdrop
to your wall like a tiled kitchen backsplash or wallpapered
foyer or it’s subtly sprinkled throughout as an accent pillow or
catchall, this playful pattern creates visual interest without the
dizzying effect.

Clockwise from left:
Cole & Son “Geometric II” Wallpaper Collection / trade only / www.karensaks.com
Fireclay Tile 2” x 8” Field Tile / starting at $28 per sq. ft. / www.fireclaytile.com
Bend Goods “Peacock” Lounge Chair / $800 / www.bendgoods.com
The Rug Company “Square Chains” Tibetan Rug / $52 per sq. ft. / www.therugcompany.com
John Robshaw “Zanara” Pillow Collection / $145 - $225 / www.johnrobshaw.com
West Elm “Bone Inlaid Bar Cabinet” / $1,299 / www.westelm.com
Alex Drew & No One “Quad Diamond” Cocktail Table / $6,400 / www.alex-drew.com
Jonathan Adler “Versailles” Catchall / $58 / www.jonathanadler.com
16 Home Design & Decor Triangle | February / March 2017

m od e r n f ur nit ure m a d e loc a lly

NEW LARGER
SHOWROOM
NOW OPEN!

101 West Chapel Hill Street
Durham, NC 27701
919-908-8755
areamod.com

February / March 2017 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 17
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Trail Blazers
By Kate Golden

High-Tech Additions
You Need in Your Home

With technology getting more and more advanced each year, it only
makes sense that this would expand to homes. Combining technology and
everyday items makes it easier for us to live our daily lives and makes
normal tasks go by even faster. In today’s world, items that make our lives
easier and save us time are the most valuable. Here is some of the newest
technology available to make your home that much more “user-friendly.”

Keep it Shady
Control Lutron’s Serena ShadesTM from anywhere using your iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch. Using the Lutron app
you can make sure your shades are just how you want from any location, whether you are home, in another state
or abroad. The shades are customizable and come in a variety of styles and fabrics. www.serenashades.com

Speak Up

Free Folding

Find Your Hue

Cool & Connected

The Amazon Echo speaker
can be controlled by your
voice alone and can do a
variety of tasks. You can
play music from Spotify,
Pandora and other music
apps. The device can also
be programmed to control
lights, switches, thermostats,
Philips Hue TM, Samsung
SmartThings, and much
more. The best part is Echo is
always updating and adding
new ways to make your life
easier. www.amazon.com

Hardly anyone enjoys folding
clothes, and now there is
technology available that will
fold them for you. FoldimateTM
will be available for preorder in
2017. This device allows you to
clip your clothes onto a machine
that then folds and steams
each item, saving you time and
sparing you from a boring task.
The machine can also perfume,
soften, and treat your clothes
while they are being folded.
www.foldimate.com

Philips Hue lights come in
three different options: white,
white ambiance, and white
and color ambiance. Hue
white allows easier control for
more comfort, white ambiance
allows users to create warm
or cool light, and white and
color ambiance is the complete
package with color options. All
of the options help create a
more comfortable
and energy efficient home.
www.store.meethue.com

The Family HubTM Refrigerator
by Samsung This refrigerator
has a screen on the front
with apps that allow you to
coordinate schedules and keep
up with the whole family. There
is a calendar, a notes section,
a photos section, and you can
even stream shows and music.
It comes in a variety of styles
and depths to greater adapt to
all your family’s needs. Available
at a variety of retailers.
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TM

Black Stainless

Y O U R H O M E S AY S
A LOT A B O U T YO U .
W E ’ R E H E R E TO L I S T E N .

Your home is a reflection of you. Ferguson’s
product experts are here to listen to every detail
of your vision, and we’ll work alongside you and
your designer, builder or remodeler to bring it to
life. Request an appointment with us today.

RALEIGH
2700 YONKERS ROAD
(919) 831–9928

CARRBORO
104 HWY 54 W
(919) 933–6994

FergusonShowrooms.com
©2017 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 0117 359928
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palette | greenery

Lane Venture “Mimi” Collection by Celerie Kemble shown in Sunbrella’s “Armada,” “Hollis,” and “Scene” fabrics all in Cilantro green.

The Green Light
By Ashley Hotham Cox

Taking cues from nature’s lush foliage
and vegetation, Pantone announces Greenery
as its selection for Color of the Year.
At the precipice of spring, where flora is brought back to
life after the deadened winter, greenery is reintroduced into
the landscape. A source of energy and rejuvenation, this
vibrant and happy hue evokes a breath of fresh life into your
home. From textiles and tableware to lighting and accessories,
20 Home Design & Decor Triangle | February / March 2017

this zesty yellow-green shade reinvigorates the senses and
gives your interiors a refreshing new look for the new year.
Like Gatsby’s green light at the end of his beloved Daisy’s
dock, this year’s hue offers hope and optimism that will
transcend the seasons.

3.
Oomph “Cambridge III”
Armillary Sphere in Parakeet
$2,495
www.oomphonline.com

Mario Luca Giusti
Acrylic Victoria & Albert
Green Footed Coupe
$22
www.jungleeny.com

Dana Gibson Ginger Jar
in Green Bargello
$225
www.danagibson.com

Clockwise from top left:
“O7797005 Tennis” in Anis by Pierre Frey (www.pierrefrey.com)
“15509” in Lime by Duralee (www.duralee.com)
“Serengeti” in Green by Thibaut (www.karensaks.com)
“Beaded Batik” in Lime by Kendall Wilkinson for Fabricut (www.fabricut.com)
“Shimmer” in color 01 by Matthew Williamson for Osborne & Little
(www.osborneandlittle.com)
“Posie Dot” in Picnic Green by Kate Spade for Kravet (www.karensaks.com)

Stray Dog Designs “Nick” Console in Douglas Fir
$1,200
www.straydogdesigns.com
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Liles Dunnigan & Zandy Gammons
A great room begins with one piece that directs and inspires the entire space. It may
be a fabric, an antique rug or a beautiful painting. Each space requires a starting point.
From that, a designer builds layer upon layer, adding elements which help to create a
beautiful interior.
In this case, our client chose a beautiful Cowtan & Tout printed fabric to build a
classic and elegant study that will inspire you to actually want to work.
The Cowtan &Tout fabric we chose for the draperies has shades of blue, celadon,
ivory and a deep earthy blush. The antique Turkish Kula rug adds warmth and helps
to ground the space. Deep blue Phillip Jeffries patterned grasscloth for the walls are
complimented by a blue velvet chesterfield sofa, making this study sophisticated and
inviting. A gorgeous and subtly feminine desk from Woodbridge Furniture provides
substance in the space. Selecting a Visual Comfort gold light fixture adds a touch of
modern style. The artwork selection, which we value as an important step in completing a space, led us to an oversized abstract
painting complimented by the deep blue walls.
Successful design plans involve so many elements, and small details cannot be overlooked. We strive to create a collected, fresh
look that is also functional for the way our clients live.
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KirkHOmeDesign_Layout 1 1/10/17 9:51 AM Page 1

COME EXPERIENCE RALEIGH’S MOST UNIQUE FURNITURE STORE!
BERNHARDT, STANLEY, HOOKER, PULASKI, AICO AND MUCH MORE!

8421 Glenwood Ave., Raleigh just 1/2 mile East of Carmax & 2 miles East of I-540

919-789-9111 • www.kirkimports.com
Mon-Sat 10am-8pm • Sunday 12pm-6pm
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mountain
magic
By Dana W. Todd
Photography by Dustin Peck
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Do you believe in magic?
The transformation of this
Appalachian Mountain house is
both magical and unpredictable
in its use of color and texture,
how spaces are delineated, and
the effect of “hidden” rooms.

C

ompleting this 5,000plus square foot project in a
record ten months, architect
Ruard Veltman of Ruard
Veltman Architecture and
interior designer Cindy
Smith of Circa Interiors formed a team that
was able to visualize the relaxing retreat hidden
inside this abandoned construction project.
The color palette is a source of relaxation
for the North Carolina family who owns this
mountain house, a weekend retreat from a
hectic lifestyle. Cindy intended the muted
interior colors, such as walls stained gray
with a drop of blue and the slightly tinted and

lime-washed wooden floors, to blend with the
natural surroundings outside the windows.
“This well-traveled family wanted a quiet,
serene, spa-like home, so I did not make any
big design statements but decorated around
the architecture and mountain views,” Cindy
says. “The house is up high in the clouds, and
the color translates from inside to outside.
A mix of muted blues and soft Scottish wool
plaid in the dining room are just a couple of
touches that provide a slightly masculine feel.
“Toning down the dark wood with a slightly
tinted wash of color is more elegant than the
traditional rustic mountain home,” Cindy
continues. “And natural fiber materials –

February / March 2017 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 29

wool and cotton, for example – are tactile and provide a handhewn feeling.”
Earth-toned colors and palpable textures in this mountain
retreat are not the only surprises that await guests. Veltman’s
method of breaking up spaces while still maintaining an open
floor plan adds character and intimacy to the home. His magic
elixir to remedy this home’s cavernous living room with
uncomfortably tall ceilings was simple: lower ceilings (to twelve
feet!) and add an entire second floor above the space. This
adjustment enables the homeowners’ guests to have a private
lounge and bedrooms on the second floor all their own. It also
allows the owners to close off the upstairs when the children and
grandchildren are not visiting and live very happily on the first
floor, where the master suite resides.
30 Home Design & Decor Triangle | February / March 2017

Varied ceiling heights in different spaces also help the eye
recognize separate “rooms.” The dining room’s timbered ceiling
with alternating dark wood between the timbers is clearly
delineated from the adjacent living room ceiling where timbers
are alternated with painted plaster for a lighter effect. The
entryway off the living room has its own personality with a
smooth, lowered ceiling height (still at nine and one half feet).
A traditional English inglenook at the fireplace provides a room
within a room, with its own intimate touches of cozy bench
seating and an even lower ceiling height. Cindy enhanced the
architectural features with a touch of muted colors including
toned-down wooden beams to coordinate all the spaces and
ensure the elegant and romantic aesthetic of this unpredictable
house is consistent throughout every nook.
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One of the most surprising – and can
we say magical – features of the home
is its “hidden rooms.” The kitchen is
streamlined with beautifully appointed
cabinetry, a simple island sink, and a
cooktop – a nice place to have a cup of
coffee or a quick bite of lunch. The trick
of it all is a full chef’s kitchen and butler
pantry all rolled into one behind-thescenes workhorse space. Can’t find it? It’s
behind an “invisible” entrance, which is
a barn door near the cooktop that blends
with the wall but can be pushed aside for
access. The same goes for the laundry
room, which hides behind a paneled door
minus its hardware. It is accessed via
an automated system that operates the
door. Closing off these utilitarian spaces
enables the homeowners to have every
32 Home Design & Decor Triangle | February / March 2017
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appliance and convenience they need, all the while keeping the
modernistic streamlined appearance in all the public spaces.
Likewise, the master suite on the first floor is behind paneled
doors near the living room fireplace and appears to be a part
of the wall, allowing the owners a nearby retreat that others
cannot see.
Cindy advises homeowners involved in a full-scale renovation
project like this one to stay true to the architecture of the
38 Home Design & Decor Triangle | February / March 2017

structure without letting the design compete with it. The
homeowners did not have existing furnishings so the mountain
home’s clean slate gave Smith the opportunity to carefully
choose pieces the owners loved.
“My favorite house is one with thoughtful architecture and
spaces that allow for furniture, not just relying on fabrics and
window treatments,” she says. “This house has no bad spaces
to cover up and decorate around. Although there are very few

walls for hanging artwork, we achieved strong design by
accessorizing with a few large items, choosing handmade
objects with pretty form and shape and “found” items like
strong earthenware pieces.”
“Above all, we considered the environment and moved
the eye from inside to outside, so it feels like one natural
progression. That makes sense to me.”u

To see all the photos from this home, visit www.homedesigndecormag.com.
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CarolinaShutterandBlinds.com

.

inspire. follow. like.

www.homedesigndecormag.com
Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com
for additional photos from all of our feature homes
and our local design resource guide.
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Imagine your home,
totally organized!

Custom Closets, Garage Cabinets, Home Offices, Pantries, Laundries and Hobby Rooms

40% Off
Plus Free Installation
40% off any order of $1000 or more. 30 % off any order of $700 or more. Not valid
with any other offer. Free installation with any complete unit order of $500 or
more. With incoming order, at time of purchase only.

Call for a free in home design consultation and estimate

CCID is proud to announce that we have been
invited to participate in the 2017
Raleigh Boys & Girls Club Designer Show House.

919-670-2990

919 - 846 - 8281

Licensed and Insured

www.ColorfulConceptsInteriorDesign.com

UH

www.closetsbydesign.com
Follow us

CC_Urban Home Magazine_FEBRUARY 2017 Issue.indd 1

1/12/17 3:43 PM
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New York
Chaos
meets
Southern
Sensibility
By Anne Marie Ashley
Photography by Dustin Peck

Charlotte Smith, owner of Union Camp Collective,
sheds some light on the inspiration for her design
style and gives us a glimpse into her perfectly
organized chaos that she calls home.

T

“

here is so much that
could be done with
a little more time!”
chuckles Charlotte
Smith, owner of Union
Camp Collective and
this incredible eclectic space she calls
home. “I would like to upgrade the
flooring upstairs, but changing it would

mean jostling about all my pretty things
in a big way, and I’d rather focus on
something less time consuming.” It’s
exactly this kind of prioritizing that
creates Smith’s trademark style and incredible eye for funky design.
A matter of perfect timing found her
this house, becoming available just as
she moved to Raleigh from New York.
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Smith admits she hasn’t
changed much about the
house, devoting her time
instead to collecting and
rearranging. A quick look
around speaks to the shop
owner’s keen mix of New
York chaos with Southern
sensibility.
“I wanted my home to
be an extension of myself, a
personal statement of sorts.
Bold, funny, well-traveled,
clever, inviting,” she says.
“Individual touches and
my intimate connection to
everything here gives this
house a heartbeat.”
Layers upon layers in
Smith’s home create just
the personal statement she
intends, with various pieces
from every era mingling
effortlessly, if not obviously,
with contemporary and
Mid-Century finds. The
result, she’s concluded
quite correctly, is a fantastic
marriage of old and new with
nothing that screams “his” or
“hers”.
“Nothing here highlights
just one era or time period,”
Smith says. “If the design
of a room is thoughtfully
curated and the items fit
comfortably in a space, the
age of the furnishings become
secondary. I’ll use any piece
from any era just so long as it
has suitability, interest, and
soul.”
Smith combined organic
textiles and sumptuous
leathers to bring warmth to
the space, while white gallery
walls create a spotlight for
her unique collection of
artwork. Paintings from local
artists blend with vintage
and antique pieces that have
been found near and far. The
art, books, trinkets, flowers,
and furniture all make
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for conversation starters. “The house is full of clever little
surprises that keep things from being too cold or too serious,”
Smith says.
A self-proclaimed culture junkie, Smith has fallen head
over heels for the neighborhood in which she lives, which is
a diverse mix of college students, young professionals, older
couples, and growing families. “I love being near Raleigh’s
Flea Market and the NCMA. This area is just minutes
from downtown but also has a great deal of greenspace – a
combination that can be hard to find in a city that seems to
be growing by the minute.” It’s this inherited sense of soulful
style that Smith thrives on and by which her passion and
business are driven. She explains that her foundation growing
up came from a set of parents who loved to travel, collect, buy,
sell, and cherish things, art, and heirlooms.
“Our house was always an eclectic mix,” Smith recalls.
“Past and present was converged soulfully, if unconventionally.
This is what helped me to see that space benefits from the
unexpected – things that are totally out of context can be just
gorgeous.” Of course, owning a home and design shop on West
Street means that her personal inventory at home is often a
revolving door. She admits that most of the things that make
it in the door stick, but that ultimately, it’s in a chronic state of
“receiving and depleting”.
“My mantra for decor is to surround yourself with items
that you sincerely love,” Smith suggests. “If you do this, the
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pieces that you bring into your life will never go out of
style.” She adds that everyone has his or her preferences
or ways to use a space. “When a designer disregards or
forgets these needs, or, worse, tries to superimpose an
alien personality, it never results in that wonderfully
warm atmosphere found in a private, personal place.”
When asked to name her favorite room, Charlotte
Smith easily identifies the living room. From her
grandmother’s Otto Zenke sofa, the “first big purchase”
heart pine harvest table and the Kilim rugs collected
from her father’s travels to the Jasper Johns litho she
found by a dumpster in New York, Smith says nothing
could be deleted from this “un-art-directed room”. “It’s
swathed in beautiful memories of people and places.”u
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First Raleigh Show Home
Opens to Support Local
Boys and Girls Clubs
March 25 – April 9
(Wednesdays – Sundays)

L

ocal, state and national designers and organizations are joining the Raleigh community to
introduce a premiere Show Home.  DJF Builders
has partnered with Allen Tate Realtors and
Sheri Hagerty Realty Group to launch “DJF
Builds Great Futures”, a community-wide
campaign in support of the local Boys & Girls Clubs.  The 6000+
square foot house built by award-winning homebuilder Dennis
Fitzgerald will be open on Wednesdays through Sundays starting
March 25, with an opening night gala held at the home on 3021
Granville Drive in Raleigh on March 23. The gala, sponsored by
The Scout Guide, is a ticketed event featuring local food vendors,
chefs, speakers and sponsors.  Brandshops will be hosting a
speaker series of notable designers and industry professionals on
Friday, March 24 from 9:30 a.m.- 12:00 p.m. at the home.
The house, designed by Carter Skinner, boasts four bedrooms,
four and a half baths and 1,000 square feet of outdoor space
highlighted by formal English gardens.  The exterior of the
home is white painted brick, with a cedar shake roof and
copper accents. All proceeds from the Raleigh Boys & Girls
Club Designer Show Home including the sale of the home, the
designer entry fee and the sponsorship sales will be donated
to the Boys & Girls Clubs of Wake County. Additionally,
each designer has the opportunity to sell their products from
their assigned room and donate 10% of their sales back to the
organization.
For 50 years, Boys & Girls Clubs have enabled young people
most in need to achieve great futures as productive, caring,
responsible citizens. Priority programs emphasize academic
success, good character and citizenship, and healthy lifestyles. “In
planning a project of this scope, we could think of no worthier
organization to benefit from these efforts,” Fitzgerald says.
Each room will be expertly decorated by esteemed designers,
highlighting the latest trends in interior design.  One of

the designers, Tula
Summerford of Design
by Tula, will be creating
what she describes as
a “Modern Luxe Office
Space”, perfect for
working or entertaining.
“I love a room that tells
a story and sings a song.
I love color, textures,
fabrics and even a few
trends,” Tula says. “It’s all
about balance; the space
I’m creating will have a bit
of it all.”
MA Allen of MA Allen
Interiors sums up, “I am
honored to be included in
Raleigh’s first Designer
Show House. DJF builds
great houses, and what
better cause than the Raleigh Boys and Girls Club. The show
house also presents a unique opportunity to design a singular
space without addressing a client’s personal likes and dislikes,
which allows me to be courageous in color choice, furniture
selection, and untethered in overall design. I am excited to
work alongside so many talented designers and to see the
beautiful end result!”
To learn more about the project, become a sponsor, attend
the preview party, purchase a ticket or volunteer, please visit
www.DJFBuildsGreatFutures.com or contact Mary Beth
De Loache at Mary Beth Public Relations – (336) 266-0110
or mb@marybethpr.com.

Designers of this Premiere Home (as of press time):
Lisa Mende Design – Powder Room
Madcap Cottage – Family Room
Betsy Anderson Interiors & Co – Master Bedroom
La Maison – Breakfast Room
Green Front Interiors & Rugs – Game Room
Colorful Concepts Interior Design – Entryway and Hallway to Bedroom
ACR Interiors – Bedroom #4 and Bathroom #4
The Warehouse – Bedroom #3 and Bathroom #3
Katherine Connell Interior Design – Dining Room
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The Very Thing, Ltd – Bedroom #2 and Bathroom #2
MA Allen Interiors – Library
Anne Wagoner Interiors – Garden Room
Design by Tula – Sitting Room
MFANO – Covered Porch
Southern Studio Interior Design – Stair Hall (Upstairs and Downstairs)
DJF Builders – Kitchen
Guilded Acorn – Laundry Room (Upstairs and Downstairs)

Product Sponsors (To date):
Wesley Hall Furniture
Robert Allen Design
Louise Gaskell Company
Waterworks
Crystal Cabinet Makers
Kitchen Craft Cabinetry
Elon Tile & Stone
Thermador
Peacock Alley Fine Linens
Terra Bella Tile
Marble Systems

Mosaique Surface
Mohawk Flooring
Byrd Decorative Hardware & Bath
Baldwin Hardware
Vision Stairways & Millwork
Baker Roofing Company
Fabulous Finishes by Michelle
Capitol Lighting Inc.
Phillip Jefferies
Woodbridge Furniture
MFANO

Andrea Hillebrand IMAGES
Curry & Co Lighting
Designer’s Guild
Osborne & Little
Stein’s Furniture & Laquer Studio
Eatman’s Carpet & Interiors
Triangle Tile and Stone
Bells Carpet & Floors
Absolute Stone Corporation
Pender Creek Design Workshop

Event sponsors (To date):
The Scout Guide – Raleigh|Durham|Triangle
Brandshop
Carter Skinner Residential Design
First Tennessee Bank
Convergence 3d

Liggett Design Group
Baker Roofing Company
J.S. Thompson Engineering
Howard Kohn Law
The News & Observer

SBS – Service Building Supply
Custom Brick & Supply Company
Old South Masonry Inc.
Front Runner Productions

T r i a n g l e

sheri hagerty

Sheri Hagerty Realty Group
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Hargett Place

Designer Showcase Home in Downtown Raleigh
Hargett Place is a new community of nineteen luxury rowhomes
in downtown Raleigh. The neighborhood is a collaboration among
some of Raleigh’s most creative and community-oriented people and
organizations. Rising from a former parking lot two blocks east of
Moore Square, it is adjacent to Historic Oakwood, and provides a
critical connection to downtown Raleigh.
On Friday, March 24th, Hargett Place will host a Designer
Showcase Home event in partnership with several local businesses

and for the benefit of the Southeast Raleigh YMCA — the event will
feature local interior designers and works from the artists of Artspace.
Trish and John Healy of Hyde Street Holdings, creators of the
Designer Showcase Home event, were inspired by excitement around
the development of Hargett Place. The mission behind the event is to
drive support for growth in downtown Raleigh. And more specifically,
for neighbor and long-time personal cause of the couple, the Southeast
Raleigh YMCA.

We sat down with Trish Healy to learn more about the project.
Home Design & Decor: Why Hargett Place and
why now?
Trish Healy: Honestly it just came together. John
was the first to see the value in the land. Where
others saw a parking lot in a brownfield area, he
saw row homes. But they had to be imagined
right. These homes couldn’t go anywhere, but at
this corner and at this time they add to the fabric of Raleigh. Finally,
it needed be executed well. Greg Paul Builders and Kim Shirley are
amazing. One more thing, the views from the rooftop gardens pretty
much drove the entire design.
HD&D: What makes this development and its Showcase Home
different from others?
TH: In this Showcase Home, it was critical to focus on local designers,
as well as local vendors and local collaborators - our neighbors. Hargett
Place is an opportunity to build something that changes the landscape
of this city and adds to the neighborhood. Kind of like new-old history.
We want that new history to be co-written by the people who live and
work here.
HD&D: Why such an emphasis on the DTR experience?
TH: Raleigh is a special city, and it’s only becoming more sought after
— this development will bring people here who previously couldn’t
find the right balance of house and city. Walkability was also a key
piece. Hargett Place has a really high walk score. From here, you’re
within walking distance to nearly everything Raleigh has to offer.
HD&D: What challenges about the location? Perception shifts?
TH: People told us we were crazy — this was a parking lot. No one
could see it for what it could be, a connector from Oakwood to
downtown. But playing it easy has never been our M.O. It’s been called
both beautiful and disruptive and we haven’t decided which is the
bigger compliment. I can’t wait to see how the designers capture this.
HD&D: Other than selling homes, what will be the biggest measure
of success for this project?
TH: The homes were designed for a diverse mix of residents. We
thought if we made the façade timeless, then all generations could
drop into them and create their own story. We also wanted to give
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downtown a different type of housing and watch how that shift
positively impacted Raleigh. Finally, we expect that the residents will
not just use downtown but will become part of the fabric of the city. I
hope we are right on all three accounts!
HD&D: Tell us about the concept of the “perennial generation”
and how does that translate to Hargett Place?
TH: I love double meanings. I dream that the outdoor garden space at
The Hargett will be full of perennial gardens and the inside will be full
of perennial residents! Perennials are people of all ages. People who
improve, look for the next big idea, and always want to be a part of the
action. The best quote I’ve heard is that perennials are “relevant and
ever-blooming.” I hope that is what we are; I know that’s what Raleigh
is and I believe that is what Hargett Place can be.
HD&D: Tell us about the YMCA - why are you and John
passionate about this project?
TH: This is a bit more personal. When we moved here over a decade
ago, someone from the Y gave John a tour of Camp High Hopes on
St. Aug’s campus. He was hooked. A summer program for kids with
incredible vision, executed well. We subsequently found that to be
true about all of the Alexander Y’s youth programs. So, when they
announced the Southeast Raleigh Y Campus we knew we wanted to
be part of it. It is bold, it is needed and it really is our neighbor! If this
show house does nothing more than shine light on the Y’s work, it will
be a huge success.
HD&D: What’s next for Hyde Street Holdings?
TH: Hyde Street is a partner in a project on Hillsborough Street
that has a goal similar to Hargett Place: to bring vitality to a surface
parking lot, but with a different twist on execution. And, as we have
said to everyone, we are actively looking for land around downtown to
create more residential opportunities for those who serve the public —
teachers, firefighters, etc. We really need to find that land. And just for
fun, look for a rooftop yoga class at Hargett Place in the Spring.

For more information on Hargett Place and the Showcase Home please
visit: www.HargettPlace.com. For more information on new home sales
please contact: Fonville Morisey Barefoot at www.FMBnewhomes.com.

PLAN TO VISIT THE

HARGETT PLACE

DESIGNER SHOWCASE HOME
DOWNTOWN RALEIGH

OPEN HOUSE DATES:
March 25-26, April 1-2, April 8-9
Located in Downtown Raleigh – at the corner of E. Hargett and S. Bloodworth Streets –
a community of nineteen rowhomes designed for the resident desiring
the advantages of a downtown lifestyle coupled with the grace of historic living.
An exceptional interpretation of urban living filled with fresh ideas from Raleigh’s leading designers.
Works of art on display from the artists of Artspace – Landscaping ideas from Bland Landscaping.
BENEFITING
THE SOUTHEAST
RALEIGH YMCA
Be the first to visit the home at a Benefit Preview Party, March 24th
For information and ticket sales please visit: HargettPlace.com/Showcasehome

SH
Simon’s house

HYDE STREET HOLDINGS | GREG PAUL BUILDERS | FONVILLE MORISEY BAREFOOT

Simple | Modern |

Elegant
Handcrafted, customizable
furniture and decor
for your “one of a kind”
lifestyle!

www.facebook.com/oneofakindfindanddesign

2448 SW Cary PKWY, Cary, NC
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www.instagram.com/oneofakindfindanddesign

|

919-694-1533 | www.1kfd.com

Living Well

Building a Better Home

Room Service

Dreamscape
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The Ultimate
Upgrade

Navigating through the intersection
of beautiful design and energy efficiency
produces exquisite results with a
contemporary prairie-style dream home.
For nearly two decades, Scott Berkowitz and Ruth Ewing Berkowitz knew they
would retire in the Durham-Chapel Hill
area. The couple resided here when Scott
was a professor at Duke University during
the ‘90s, and their children have always
called the Triangle home. In 2014, the time
came to look at properties for relocation in
the area, and the initial thought was to find
an existing home that met their desires.
That all changed when a wooded lot in a
well-appointed neighborhood presented
itself and sparked the idea of “why not build
our perfect home?”
They quickly found the ideal house plan,
a Prairie-style design by architect Michael
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Barclay, reminiscent of Frank Lloyd Wright
homes from their old stomping grounds of
Wilmington, Delaware. With the conviction to build a highly-efficient residence
and durable structure of quality construction, Ruth and Scott selected Bost Custom
Homes to bring their forever home to
fruition, which was completed just in time
to ring in 2017.  Throughout the designbuild process, the couple continuously
made bold choices in design and energy
efficiency features.
“I really wanted to plan ahead and think
about our future needs. We decided to
invest in renewable energy sources and
structural details that will add long-term
value and reduce ownership
costs,” Scott remarks. Indeed,
their home is one of the most sustainable we’ve ever built.
      Beginning with Prairie-style
architecture, the low-pitch
hipped roof with large overhangs
shade the windows and living
areas during the summer. In
winter, the south-facing, windowladen rear of the home basks in
sunlight, welcoming heat gain
and natural daylight. Low-pitched
roofs are ideal for solar energy
generation, and this roof hosts
a 6.1 kW monocrystalline solar
array, which offsets more than
half of the home’s energy
requirements.
      Regarding the home’s HVAC,
Scott opted for two geothermal
heat pumps, conditioning the
bedrooms and main living areas
separately. Geothermal systems
leverage the constant 50°-60°
temperature deep underground
to help cool the home in the

summer and heat it in the winter. Retaining that thermal energy
is a full spray foam insulation package, aligned air barrier, conditioned attics and conditioned mechanical rooms. Among other forward-thinking features, this home wouldn’t be complete without
an electric car charger for Scott’s Tesla. The anticipated HERS
score for this home is ~20.
Coming from a 15-year-old home, building performance wasn’t
the only design area that they updated into modernity. Ruth’s
interior design style made a gradual, yet drastic transformation
over the course of the project. As they met with Design Works
Studios and various showrooms across the Triangle, the client
made bold, elegantly contemporary selections.
Their former home was traditional Colonial inside and out, and
much of their furniture did not jive with the new direction. “It
was kind of tough, actually, to go through our previous home and
decide which pieces wouldn’t make the cut,” Ruth recalls. But the
results of the new direction are so worth it.
Stunning natural finish Bamboo cabinetry cascades through the
kitchen and spills onto Cumuru flooring. Across the room, Copper
Bay ledgestone was carried inside and wrapped around the fireplace and columns, while a floating steel grey granite hearth and
mantel contrast brilliantly. An onyx sink bowl, wall-mounted
toilet and LED lighting fixtures enliven the powder room. And my
personal favorite feature, Scott and Ruth wanted a cantilevered
staircase wrapped in Cumuru leading to the daylight basement.
Project Manager Pedro Martinez enhanced this feature with an
idea to veneer the stairwell with Copper Bay ledgestone. The
clients loved this idea so much they call it the “Martinez wall.”
Thank you, Scott and Ruth, for being such incredible clients and
manifesting a beautiful vision for your dream home! u
Evan Bost is Director of Marketing and Green Initiatives at Bost Custom
Homes, an award-winning custom building firm serving the Triangle.
With 30 years of proven expertise, Bost Homes designs and constructs
truly-custom residences with superior craftsmanship, a focus on health
and sustainability, architectural authenticity and structural integrity. To
begin the conversation of your forever home, call 919-460-1983 or
message info@bosthomes.com. Learn more at www.BostHomes.com
or www.facebook.com/bostcustomhomes.
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LIGHTING:
HIT OR MYTH?

Flip a switch and
light up your life.
Sounds simple. But illuminating
your home is a lot more complicated
than that. Good lighting is a design
tool that can enhance your rooms and
everything in them, from furnishings
and architectural details to ambience,
as well as your own mood. Too often,
however, the fundamentals of lighting are
misunderstood.
Our Ethan Allen designers constantly
field questions—and debunk more than
a few myths—around the principles of
lighting. It’s not uncommon, for example,
to have a client come in and say, “I heard I
need five lamps in every room,” or “Bedside
lamps must always match,” or “Chandeliers
only belong in traditional homes.” Our pros
know that none of the above is true. They
know how to dispel those myths (and more)
and take the guesswork out of choosing
lighting for your home.
MYTH:  A light is a light is a light.
FACT:  Not true. There are three basic
types of lighting that serve very different
purposes. Ambient light creates an overall
glow throughout a room; task lighting
is focused for tasks, like reading, that
requires direct light; and accent lighting
is directional to add interest, often calling
attention to something.
MYTH: All lamps are created equal.
FACT: Ethan Allen offers an impressive
range of stylish lighting, from simple,
slender buffet lamps to grand, statementmaking chandeliers. Our collections are
steeped in craftsmanship and quality, with

lots of handmade pieces and artisan details.
Our Mayfield table lamp, for example,
is made of fine, mouth-blown glass and
accented with hand-applied silver leafing.
And then there are fun little extras, like
bases with built-in USB charging ports and
cloth cords in whimsical colors that you’ll
find in some of our Ethan Allen | Disney
lighting. The bottom line is, Ethan Allen
lighting is more than meets the eye.
MYTH: If you like it, any lamp will do.
FACT: One style does not fit all when
it comes to lighting, and our professionals
know how to help you choose lighting that
truly complements a room. The right lamp
is more than practical; it’s a well-chosen
accent piece.
Design advice like this is yours for
the asking at Ethan Allen. It’s just one
reason why we’ve been an industry
leader for more than 80 years. In addition
to complimentary creative design
assistance, you can count on exceptional
craftsmanship when you shop with us. Stop
in; we look forward to helping you create a
warm, welcoming home! u
Come by and meet our design team, a group
that has a combined 150+ years experience
as design professionals. It’s their job to help
you design the home of your dreams—doing
as much or as little as you like. And remember:
Their services are always free! Call for an
appointment. For inspiration and ideas, visit
ethanallen.com or visit the Design Centers
at 5717 Dillard Drive, Cary, 919-233-9190 or
4380 Lassiter at North Hills Avenue, Raleigh,
919-781-9431.

Clockwise from top left:
Our gorgeous Owen Ringed Floor Lamp holds its own next to a sophisticated wing chair.
Our breathtaking Whitney Slate Grand Chandelier is always an eye-opener.
Minetto wood pendants add a touch of natural glam to this artful entryway vignette.
Mayfield is a shining example of the handcraftsmanship that makes Ethan Allen lighting special.
The 1928 Desk Lamp from our Ethan Allen | Disney collection puts the f-u-n in functional.
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Dreamscape
By Anne Marie Ashley

The term “hardscape” is a new one in the English language,
just added to the Miriam-Webster dictionary in 2015. It is no
surprise that homeowners, especially up until recently, have
been unclear on exactly what it means and what kind of value
it adds to the home. To be clear, hardscape is the nonliving
or man-made fixtures of a planned permanent outdoor area.
Celebrating their five year anniversary in 2016, COVIS-Raleigh
Inc. has been helping customers discover the beauty and value of
hardscapes by Creating Outdoor Visions in Stone (COVIS).
Owners Marc Genest and Chris Simpson
have over forty years of experience in
the construction industry combined, and
the pair knew when they opened their
business in the heart of the recession that
homeowners weren’t looking to move.
Instead, they were interested in increasing
the value of their home and expanding
their footprint into livable space. While
curb appeal has always been an important
part of the resale of your home, many
homeowners in more temperate climates
like North Carolina, recognize the utility
and enjoyment experienced with outdoor
spaces in the backyard. “Outdoor living is
a great way to increase the square footage
of your home, while adding significant
value,” explains owner Chris Simpson.

“In addition, outdoor living spaces can be low maintenance and
long lasting.”
COVIS focuses solely on hardscape services, which means
they cover everything from pavers on driveways and entrances,
custom stone veneers, retaining walls, to indoor and outdoor
fireplaces, firepits, patios, pool decks, grill islands and outdoor
kitchens to name a few. Customers can approach COVIS with
their own design or work with the team to create a custom design
perfect for their space. “With a custom hardscape design by
COVIS, you’ll have the opportunity to get the
outdoor space you’ve always dreamed of having,”
says owner Marc Genest. “We will help you make
a plan, determine your budget, choose materials
and prepare you for the installation process.”
Depending on the size of the project, from
smaller personal projects to large projects of

grand scale, COVIS can work with you and get the project
done on a timeline that suits you, in stages if necessary. “It’s
our goal to make sure our clients will be, not only satisfied, but
truly happy at the end of their project.” says Genest, adding
that customer service is the top priority in every step of their
outdoor living process.u
If you’re interested in transforming your outdoor space with the
hardscape of your dreams, call COVIS-Raleigh, Inc. at 919-977-3284
or visit their website at www.covis-stone.com for more information.
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arts and culture

spotlight
Art in Bloom, presented by PNC

Holly Fischer – Come Closer

NCMA
March 30  - April 2
The third annual festival of art and flowers, Art in Bloom, will be held this year. The
exhibit will feature more than 50 floral masterpieces inspired by the permanent collection
at NCMA. During the four-day festival, you can watch presentations, attend workshops or
just take in the artwork. Proceeds from the event will benefit the NCMA Foundation. For
more information or to purchase a ticket visit ncartmuseum.org.

Artspace
March 3 - 25
artspacenc.org

Ansel Adams:
Masterworks
NCMA
February 4 - May 7
ncartmuseum.org

French Artist Showcase
Market Hall
February 10 - 12
godowntownraleigh.com

Beyond Bridges:
Interfaith Contemporary
Visual Arts Exhibition
Duke University Chapel
February 5 - 26
duke.edu

Nature Photography Exhibit
Doris Duke Center
February 10 - 12
duke.edu

Dress Up, Speak Up:
Costume and Confrontation
21C Museum Hotel
March 1 - June 30
21 C Museum will be hosting several
artists in their “Dress Up, Speak Up”
exhibit. In this exhibit over 20 artists
from all around the world explore their
personal histories through costume and
ornament. Each piece is unique and
there are several different mediums to
experience and admire within the show.
For tickets or more information visit
21cmuseumhotels.com.
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“Sense of Scene”

Durham Art Guild - SunTrust Gallery
February 1 - March 11
durhamartguild.org

“The Wonder of Learning”
Northgate Mall, Durham
March - May 7
northgatemall.com
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Chapel Hill as you’ve never seen it

WESTFALLWOW!
Custom homes from the $650s

ICG Homes

Arthur Rutenberg Homes

There’s a lot of “wow factor” at Westfall in Chapel Hill.
First there’s the unbelievable location, just 9 miles from Franklin
Street and only 3 miles from Jordan Lake. Then there are the
spectacular panoramic views and vistas of the
whole Triangle. The setting itself is beautiful
with rolling topography, preserved open space,
and greenways and walking trails throughout.
There are neighborhood amenities for
every lifestyle including a resort-style pool and
cabana, turf sports field, and kids’ playground.
Then there are the homes—exquisite
custom residences situated on homesites large
enough for your family to enjoy.
Visit today and discover your “Westfall wow” now!
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Chapel Hill address | Chatham County taxes

Terramor Homes

XFTUGBMM

For more information visit WestfallChapelHill.com or call 919-525-3939. The Westfall sales office is open daily at 41 Beech Slope Court, Chapel Hill.
Directions: From I-40/NC-54/US-64 take US 15-501 then east on Lystra Road to right turn on Westfall Way into community.

sheri hagerty

Sheri Hagerty Realty Group

